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where the ⌫ are the k y r -element subsets of ⌬. . 287᎐300; J. Algebra 179, 1995, 191᎐199 introduced the notion of p-homology to examine such sequences when r s 1 and here we continue this investigation when r is a power of p. We show that any section of M M not containing certain middle terms is p-exact and we determine the homology modules for such middle terms. Numerous infinite families of irreducible modules for the symmetric groups arise in this fashion. Among these the semi-simple inducti¨e systems discussed by A.
Ž . Kleshchev J. Algebra 181, 1996, 584᎐592 appear and in the special case p s 5 we Ž obtain the Fibonacci representations of A. J. E. Ryba J. Algebra 170, 1994, . 678᎐686 . There are also applications to permutation groups of order co-prime to p, resulting in Euler᎐Poincare equations for the number of orbits on subsets of such groups. ᮊ 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let ⍀ be a set of finite size n and R an associative ring with identity. When R has characteristic p ) 0 then Ѩ p is the zero map and one is r w x interested in the homological properties of M M. In the papers 10, 11 with Valery Mnukhin we have defined the notion of a p-homological and p-exact sequenceᎏsee the definition in Section 3ᎏand this paper is a continuation of that work.
For the purpose of p-homology it is necessary to investigate certain subchains of M M. We assume now that R is a ring of prime characteristic p ) 0 and that r is a power of p. For integers 0i Up and 0 F k U ' Ž .
U U mmod r with k q i rpr we consider the subsequence Ž . i*r mod pr with i s i . We say that ) or k, ir is a middle term for Ž .
U U U U
M M if n -2 k q p y i rn q pr. Note that M M may have no k , i k , i Ž . middle terms take n odd, p s 2, and r s 1, for example , but if there is one then it is unique and we can speak of the middle term for M M U U. k ,i In Theorem 3.2 we prove that any section of M M U U not containing its k , i w x middle term is exact. This result is already contained in Bier's paper 2 w x and it is proved there via rank arguments based on Wilson's work 15 . Our proof is more direct. In Section 2 we develop the general calculus for inclusion maps in [ M . This leads to an ''integration theorem'' which 
Ž . modules. This is used to construct infinite families of irreducible Sym ⍀ -modules for arbitrary primes p ) 2 occurring as the homology modules of the 1-step inclusion map.
Ä n For an arbitrary prime p ) 2 the family H : 0ip, k F n, k, i 4 2 k y i q 1 s n is an example of a semi-simple inducti¨e system as considw x ered by Kleshchev 9 and in the case p s 5 we obtain Ryba's Fibonacci w x w x representations of 13 . In 3 Bier has shown how certain spin modules over Ž . GF 2 arise as the homology modules of the 2-step map when R has characteristic 2. These examples illustrate that the notion of p-homology leads to worthwhile results on the modular representation theory of the symmetric groups. For the modules of the r-step maps with r ) 1 in general not much appears in the literature. Our description of the H n in k, i r Section 5 is explicit enough to allow a full analysis of these modules which may be presented in a subsequent paper.
Other applications concern permutation groups. Permutations act natu-Ž .
rally on [ M and for any group G : Sym ⍀ we can consider the 
The results in Section 5 give generators for H G and in Theorem 4.5 we k, i r obtain Euler᎐Poincare equations for the number of G-orbits on k-element subsets of ⍀ when p does not divide the order of G. For p s 2 we have w x made use of such equations before in 10 for groups of odd order.
Modular p U -homology over rings R of characteristic p ) 0 for sequences such as M M above can be considered for more general classes of partially ordered sets. Note that it will be necessary to distinguish between the characteristic of the ring and the interval length p U appearing in the definition of p U -homology; for the Boolean lattice these happen to coin-Ž < <. analogous to Ѩ and therefore the question of p U -homology can be studied r w x also for such ranked posets. In 12 we have done this for projective spaces Ž .
Ž over GF q when the coefficient ring R has characteristic p / q for . p s q no homologies occur . The results are interesting: One principal difference to the Boolean case is that p U indeed is different from the characteristic of the coefficient ring. On the other hand, also in projective spaces every chain such as M M U U is inexact in at most one position and so k , i gives rise to just one non-trivial homology. We hope that these facts support the suggestion that the modular homology considered here uncovers some deeper properties of partially ordered sets.
THE r-STEP INCLUSION MAP
Throughout R will be an associative ring with identity and ⍀ a finite set of cardinality n. We let 2 ⍀ denote the collection of subsets of ⍀ and R2 ⍀ the R-module with 2 ⍀ as a basis.
For an integer k the collection of all k-element subsets of ⍀ is denoted by ⍀ Äk4 . Furthermore, we let R⍀ Äk4 ; R2 ⍀ denote the submodule with k-element subsets as basis. We will abbreviate R⍀ Äk4 by M n or simply M k k if the context is clear. We identify ⍀ Ä14 with ⍀ and 1 и л with 1 g R so Ä 4 that in particular M s r и л : r g R s R. Also, we put M s 0 whenever 0 k k -0 or k ) n and refer to R as the coefficient Ž .
It is a simple matter to check that R2 ⍀ with this product is an associative algebra with the empty set as identity.
For an integer r G 0 the r-step inclusion map on 2 ⍀ is the linear map Ѩ : R2 ⍀ ª R2 ⍀ given by 
Proof. The identity is obvious when f and h are two disjoint sets and follows from linearity in general.
We shall use these basic facts without further reference. The next w x theorem generalizes Theorem 2.1 of 10 where the result was proved for the one-step map. Remark. When the coefficient ring is an integral domain of characteristic 0 then the minimum support size of elements in the kernel is Ä 4 max 2 k y r q 1, k exactly. This can be seen from simple rank arguments. However, in non-zero characteristic there may be elements of smaller support size. Corollary 3.4 later gives more information. w x Proof. The proof follows closely that of Theorem 2.1 in 10 and proceeds by induction on n. For n s 1, 2 the result is easily verified. n 5 5 Therefore suppose that n ) 2 and that f g ker Ѩ l M with f ) r k Ä 4 max 2 k y r q 1, k . Furthermore, we may assume that r F k, for if r ) k then the standard basis of M n is contained in the kernel of Ѩ and the k r result clearly holds.
Therefore, f g ker Ѩ l M ny 1 and by the inductive hypothesis we may ␣ r k y 1 s n y 1
hypothesis to complete the proof. LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that R is an associati¨e ring with identity and has prime characteristic p ) 0. Let r G 1 be a power of p and let f be an element
By the theorem above we may assume that f F max 2 k y r q 4 1, k .
5
Suppose firstly that f F k and that k ) 2 k y r q 1. Therefore we also have r ) k and r / 1. As k F n y sr y k there exists ⌫ : ⍀ with
Taking t s s will then complete the proof in this case. For t s 0 the result is certainly true and supposing the result holds for t F s y 1 we calculate, 
. the integral part of the real number x .
And ?
@ ? @ ? @ Fact 2. For any real numbers x and y we have x q y G x q y . Therefore, if r s p d with d G 1, then the largest integer l such that p l
Ž which is strictly greater than zero. Note that each term of the sum is
. Ž . nonnegative by Fact 2. So we have indeed shown that '
Furthermore, we can calculate
which completes the induction and gives the result in this case. 5 5 Ž . We may now suppose that f F 2 k y r q 1 F n y s q 1 r q 1.
the proof in this case. For t s 0 the result is certainly true and if we suppose the result holds for t F s y 1 then
We note that we are done if r s 1. Therefore we suppose that r ) 1. But then
Ž . and we see that all terms in the product will be ' 1 mod p except the Ž . last. This will be ' 0 mod p unless j s r when it will be t q 1. This completes the induction and hence also the proof.
The main result of this section is the next theorem which shows that w x Corollary 2.3 of 10 can be extended to r-step maps. The results in Section 2 lead us to investigate homology. We recall the definitions: if : A ª B and : B ª C are homomorphisms then the Ž .
x is homological exact if it has that property at every A . In 10, 11 we have i introduced the following Now select some mr and consider the sequence
In order to investigate its p-homological properties we fix integers 0i U U Ž .
U U -p and 0 F k ' m mod r with k q i rpr to obtain the subsequence However, if there is a middle term, then it is easy to see that there is at most one so that we can talk of the middle term for M M U U. We extend the This completes the proof.
GROUP ACTIONS AND THÉ EULER᎐POINCARE EQUATION
We shall show that there is a canonical way to attach submodules of R2 ⍀ to any permutation group on ⍀. These give rise to homological sequences to which we can apply the result of the last section in order to establish exactness.
As before, the coefficient ring R has prime characteristic p ) 0, r G 1 Ž . is a power of p, ⍀ is some finite set of cardinality n, and G : Sym ⍀ is a permutation group on ⍀. ⍀ g Ä g Let g be a permutation of ⍀. Then g acts on 2 by ⌫ ¬ ⌫ [ ␥ : ␥ 4 ⍀ g ⌫ which can be extended linearly to the whole of R2 . It is not difficult to see that g commutes with Ѩ and so images and kernels of Ѩ i r r are left invariant by permutations. This also implies that permutations act as linear maps on the homology modules H .
k, i r
We define the orbit module of G in M as
The natural basis for M G are the ''orbit sums''
sequences of orbit modules. Therefore select as before some mr and consider the sequence
which is certainly p-homological. In order to investigate p-exactness we fix U U Ž .
U U
integers 0ip and 0 F k ' m mod r with k q i rpr to obtain the subsequence 
This completes the proof.
Before we continue we note that Theorem 4.1 can be used to compute the modular rank of certain orbit inclusion matrices of G: For s F t let W G s, t be the matrix whose columns are indexed by G-orbits on ⍀ Ät4 , rows by Ä s4 Ž . th G-orbits on ⍀ , with i, j -entry, for a fixed t-set ⌫ in the j orbit, counting the number of s-element subsets ⌬ : ⌫ belonging to the i th orbit.
It is easy to see that W G , viewed as a matrix over R, is the matrix of Proof. First we note that
f is fixed by the group. We clearly have Ѩ M :
Ž . . st th while for p s 5, r s 1 we find that is 0 or the n y 1 , n , or k, i Ž . st n y 1 Fibonacci number. See also Remark 2 following Theorem 6.5.
Ž .
n G 2 The inequality ␤ G ␤ may not hold for groups of order k, i r k, i r divisible by p. For instance, when p s 3 and G is C acting on six points, 6 we have ␤ 6 s 1 but ␤ G s 2. Ž . n 4 Any functional relation for will give information about k, i r ␤ n . For instance, it is clear that n s ny 1 q ny 1 as this holds for k, i r k, i r k, i r ky1, i r binomial coefficients. This leads to the corollary below. But there are less obvious relations and some of these will be made more explicit in Section 6.
Ž . Ž . COROLLARY 4.6. i If 0ip and n q 1 F 2 k q p y i r F n q pr n n y 1 n y 1
ii If 0ip and n -2 k q p y in k, i r k, i r ky1, i r qp, then ␤ n s ␤ ny 1 q ␤ ny 1 .
Ž . Ž . Proof. In i the conditions on the parameters mean that k, ir is a Ž . Ž . middle term for a set of size n and that k, ir and k y 1, ir are middle terms for a set of size n y 1. Hence ␤ n s n , ␤ ny 1 s ny 1 , and k, i r k, i r k, i r k, i r ␤ ny1 s ny1 . The result follows from n s ny 1 q ny 1 . Simi-
n larly, for ii write out the terms of and use the relation for the k, i binomial coefficients.
GENERATORS OF THE KERNELS
In this section we construct generators for K n for general 0 F k F n k, i r and 0ip. This then also provides generators for the homology modules H n and H G for groups of order co-prime to p. k, i r k, i r Ž . Ž . If 2 k q p y i r F n or 2 k q p y i r G n q pr then Theorem 3.2 impy i Ž . plies that K s Ѩ M which provides an efficient set of generk, i r r kqŽ pyi.r ators. Therefore we restrict our attention to finding a generating set for Ž . Ž . K when n -2 k q p y i rn q pr, that is, when k, ir is a middle k, ir term. Moreover, if kir then K s M and so we can assume that k G ir.
k, i r k
When ir F k and 2 k y ir q 1 F n we define 
We proceed by induction on n. For small values of n the result is easily verified. So suppose that the lemma is true for all valuesn. By the above lemma we may assume that kir. Let f g K be given. We k, i r assume that supp f s ⍀ otherwise we may use induction or Theorem 3.2 to complete the proof. We write f s ␣ j f q l where supp f j supp l :
Then either by induction, the above lemma, or Theorem 3.2 we With the use of this lemma and reciprocity arguments one can deter-² : < U < mine the structure of C . This is the case in particular when ⍀ is k, ir < < close to ⍀ and we will use this lemma in the next section to determine the structure of some homology modules in terms of Specht modules.
THE HOMOLOGIES OF THE 1-STEP MAP
In this section we restrict our attention to the case r s 1 and for simplicity the 1-step map Ѩ is denoted by Ѩ. Throughout this section R is 1 w x a ring of prime characteristic p. In 10 we have shown that in characteristic p s 2 all homologies of the 1-step map are trivial. So here throughout p ) 2.
Ž . .
Then there exists a monomorphism ⌽ :
commutes with N.
A special case of this theorem is worth mentioning separately. Note that Ž . in both theorems we do not require that k, i be a middle term: 
and so Ѩ f s 0, l g K , and if q Ѩ l g K .
Now define the map ⌽ :
Ž .
Ž .
␣ w x w x To show that this is well defined suppose that f s h with h s ␣ j h ␣ Ž . Ž . qm and ␣ f supp h j supp m . So there exists some F s ␣ j F q L
g g y h q l y m . Note that F s F and L s L for all g g G and we is proved by induction on n. This completes the proof. Theorem 6.2 is useful for investigating the irreducibility of the homology modules which we deal with in the next two results.
Finally we are in a position to identify certain of the homology modules in terms of Specht modules and partitions of ⍀: THEOREM 6.5. Let R be a ring of prime characteristic p / 2 and suppose that i F k and 0ip satisfy 2 k q p y i s n q p y 1. Then H n is k, i isomorphic to S rS l S H where S is the Specht module corresponding to a partition of ⍀ into 2 parts of length k and k y i q 1. We conjecture that such semi-simple inductive systems for partitions with more than 2 parts arise also as homologies for suitable posets.
In the remainder of this section we give the complete decomposition of the H n . Let a be an integer satisfying 0ap. For 0ip we define 
